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Abstract
Nlulti pla)'er onlinc games (À.,IOGs) have become very popular in the last few 1.ears.

Meanwhile, wireÌess network access has become widery used ancl accepted. There is

now an increasing demand for prayirrg NIoGs in wireress environments. Horvever,

the unique charactcristics of wireless networks raise tlie issuc of rvhether NIoGs are

wrele.ss ¡tlayable, i.e., whether the wireless environrnents can meet NIOGs' pelfor-

mance requirements to support quality game plays. The purpose of this thesis is

to determine the capability of o'e speciflc wireless LAN pr.otocol, IEEE g02.1ig, in

supporting MOGs. ln particular, I adopt an experirnentaì approach to evaluating thc

netrvork-layer pelformance of MOGs on an IEEE g02.119 (Wi_Fi) network.

In this study, I first select fir'e factors that may affect wireless network perfor_

mance, and may potentiaily impact game perfbrmance. They are: the number of

game clients, thc amount of UDp video background traffìc, the existence of FTp

background traffic, the use of the \Ã/Ep encryption, and the distance between wire_

less clients and the access poi.t. Then I perform a 2k factoriar experimentar design to

dete¡rnine the rnajor factors. During this step, the wEp enclyption and the distancc

are removed from the list of factors that can have significant impact on game perfor-
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mance After that. I select rnore revers for thc other three factors in orcìer to study

in more detail their impàct on game performance in a Wi_Fi network. The major

finding of this research is that backgroun<ì traffic, especially the existence of l.Tp
background traffic, significantlv affects the game performance in an IEEE g02.11g

nets.ork. The number of garne clients, when combined with background traffic. can

have a large impact on the game performance as weli.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Multi-player online games (MOGs) are computer games where multiple players si_

rnultaneously participate in a game sessiun over a computer ,etwork. The murti-prayer

online game market has developed rapiclly over the last few years. Its popularity is

substantiated by the availabiliiv of high-speecl resiciential access netwo¡ks ancl affor<ì_

abìe high performance personal computers. Most game clients tociay are connected

to game servers by rvired networks. with the inc¡eased use of wireless devices. such

as smart phones, wireless communication enabled personal Digital Assistants (pDAs)

and laptops, it becomes possible for players to access Internet game servers from a

wireless device and thus play from those wireless devices. Over the past few years, the

ItrEE 802.11 (wi-Fi) wireless networks have gained u,icle deployment. wi,Fi network

access points are comnonly seen in cofiee shops, office builclings, university campusì

ailports, and many residential homes. The capacity of Wi_Fi networks has also kept

increasing. A wi-Fi network interface has becorne a sta.dard buiìt-in on many of to-

dav's laptop coûlputers. In vierv of these advances, ìt is anticipatecl that participating
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in a NÍOG from a \À/i-Fi environrncnt rvili become more ancl morc common.

1.1 Motivation

wireless netrvorhs differ from wirecl networks in terms of capacit¡ mecìia access

control technologies such as collision detection methods, connection control, and se-

curity co.trols. Thesc characteristics at the data link layer. affect the networklayer

performance in terms of various performance metrics such as bandwidth, delay, iitter

and packet loss rate. Networklaver performance in turn affects the game performance

at the application later in terms of game consistencv ancl game responsiveness [3g].

To better support NIOGs, the capabilitv of underlying networks needs to be evaluated

with respcct to the Qualrty-of-Service (QoS) requirements of these garnes.

In this research, the performance of MOGs on an IEEE g02.11.g network is stucl_

ied. Difier fiom many existing studies in which simulation modelling was used, in this

study, I take an experimental approach to analyze in detail the wireless network per-

formarce, which is then compared with some knor.vn game performance requirements

to determine the capability of a Wi-Fi network in supporting games.

I.2 Objective of This Study

The purpose of this research is to study how weli the IEEE g02.119 pr.otocol sup_

ports X'{OGs. The per.fornance of MOGs can be intuitivelv representecl as game_play

quality, which inciudes the response rapiditv on any changes ma<ie to the controlled

object in the game, the co'sistency and synchro'izatÍon of the game states between
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the game server (GS) and game clienis (GC), a¡rd the time used to accompÌish a task

in the game. When l,IOGs arc played over a computer nctrvork, network performance

metrics such ¿rs the network bandwidth, latencf and jitter may have an impact on

game performance. They may affect the delay observed by the GC from the time

a player makes a change on the controlled object to the time the result is reportecl

to the se¡ver and reflected back to the client side. This tlelal, eventually leacls to

a change in game responsiveness, consistency, ancl synchronization capabilitios. In

addition, because most N,IOG implementations .se User Datagram protocol (UDp)

at the transport layer, which provides a un-reliable service - insteacl of the Tlans-

mission control Protocol (TCP). which provides a reliable tÌansport, some messages

sent between the GCs and ihe GS may be lost during a garnc play. This may also

lead to inconsistent and un-synchronized game states among the GCs and the GS.

The multi-playcr online game quality can be lowered greatlv if the network pachet

Ioss rate is too high.

Research has been conducted on x4oGs' performance in wired environrnenis 12, 30,

34, 37]. Flowever, less attention has been pairl to investigating tr'IoGs garning quality

in wireless networks. Since it is not known precisely how wireless commu'ication

impacts game performance, the conclusions from these studies may not be applicable

to wireless envirorrments. Therefore, it is still open whether the wireless technologies

being uscd today offer an acceptable game performance fclr wi¡eless players, and if so,

i' r'hich way. \,Iy study aims to draw some conclusion about horv much the IEEE

802'119 wireless protocol impacts game performance, ancl un<ìer which conditions

such a wireless network can support À'IoGs. These results can be used whe'revising
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the wireless protocols o. applying Qos strategies to better support games i' a wireress

network environment.

In this st'dy, I first determine which wireress communication characteristics, suclr

as the network latency, bandwidth, anci packet loss rate, affect \lf OGs, performance.

Then I study a set .f factors that may affect those chaÌ.acteristics, and identify the

major ones among them. In this rvork, the iniiial set of factors are the number of

game clients, the distancc between game clients and the wireless access point (Ap),

the enabling of data encryption, and the inclusion of Frre Tlansfer protocor (FTp)

and video streaming background t¡affic. In this stud¡ I adopt existing N{oGs,perfor-

mance requirernents 12, 3a] to determine thc network conditions under which a good

gaming experience ca'be obtained. These netu,ork garne performance requirernents

are established for a First-Pe¡son-Shooter game, calied Half-Life, I then study the

major factors identified above using more factor leveis to fincl the situations that meet

these game performance requirements. My cxperimental results show that FTp and

video streaming traffic significantly affect the game traffic performance, whereas the

distance and the use of dâta encryptior have rather minimal impact. I have also

observed that when the amount of background t¡affic is moderate to high, the per_

formance degrades a,s the number of game clients increases. A detailecl analysis is

presented in Chapter 4 to provide insight into how the game traffic perfornance is

affected by the background traffic and the number of game clients. Finally. based on

the observations, I propose a number of eoS strategies that mav be used to better

supporr FPS games in a Wì-Fi r.nvironlnenr .

In my investigation, I assume the game server is located on the same local area
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network (LAN) as the wi-Fi Ap to rvrrich game crients are con'ectcc.l; the scenarios

in rvhich a \,\¡i-Fi network àcts as an access network to a wide area network (WAN)

and the game server is remotely locatecl fi.oni the game clients a¡e not considered.

It should be noted however, that my results woulcl provide useful insight into the

Qos suppo.t to games i. a wicre-area wireless/wirecr environment. when combinecl

with results from the WAN perforrnance studies. For examplc, assurning that an

end-to-end latency requircment for interactivity is known, given the average clelay

performance on the wireless segment of an encl_to_end game trafÉc path, one may

estimatc what ran¡¡e of average latency is required in the wired segment of the same

path.

1.3 Contribution

The main contribution of this study includes the following:

1. comi.g'p with the experimental dcsign ancl the corstruction of a test-bed for

game performance study in Wi_Fi netrvorks;

2 An identification of sig'iflcant factors trrat may aflect the game perrbrmance in

a Wi-Fi network;

3. Understa.nding the impact of major factors on the game traffic performance in

a Wi-Fi network;

4. An analysis of the i'teraction between TCp and uDp traffic i. a wi-Fi network;
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5. Two QoS strategies that network service providers may use to provide quality

wireless netrvorking sen ice to FpS game plat.ers.

1.4 Thesis Organization

The organization of this thesis is as follows. Chapter 2 describes the background

¿nd related work of this study. ln Chaptcr 3, the research methodology and exper-

imental design are presented. In Chapter 4, I present and analyze the experimental

results Finally, chapter 5 contairs the concrusions of this stuclv ancl suggestions for

futu¡e work.
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Background and Related .Work

To realize this experimentar stuclv. I rrad to identify the type of NIoGs which places

the most denands on the network performance; study the crraracteristics of the chosen

type of MOGs; decide which wireless protocol to study; determine the performance

metrics and game performance requirements to be applied in my sturly: and survey

network performance studies that are ba^sed on the chosen wireress protocor, especiarÌy

the studies that involve real-time applications. In this chapter, these subjects are

addressed in sequence.

2.L MOGs Tþaffic Characteristics

I have chosen a specific iypc of MOGs which has the most stringent requirements

on the network performance. Consequentl¡ if my study concludes that the selected

type of game is wireless playable. then it is likeÌv that other. garnes whicl.r demancl

equal or lower network capal.r ìties w r arso be wireress pravabre. In tÌris section.
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I intloduce a tàxononty of the current N,fOGs. and ideltify the type of ganes that

generates the highesi traffic load according to a number of game traffic stuclies.

Gcnerally, researchers stuciy MOGs accorcling to the following categorization [23,

38, 401:

¡ First-Person Shi:oter (FPS) gaïnes. In a FpS game, a player controls one char_

acter in the gàme, sees thlough the eyes of this character, rvho is equipped with

weapons) and tries io kill as many enernies as possible. The game terminâtcs

when the winner(s) and loser(s) are decided according to pre-definecr rures. Fps

games are 3D games, and only allow a limitecl number of players (ferver than

fifty) in one round. They are one of the nost popular types of games [g]. Er_

amples of tlìis type of MOGs are euake [19], Doom [19], Counier Strike [11],

and Unreal Tournament 127].

o Nfassive Nlulti-player Online Role-pÌaying games (MÀrlORpGs). Lineage2 [10]

and EverQuest2 121] are two such games. In a N,IMORpG, each player chooses

one character lrorr a set of characters; each type of character has clistinct abrl_

ities. A charactet tries to collect as much experience, money and equipment as

possible, and enters a higher leveÌ when the specified tasks have been accom-

plished or a given level of experience has bcen achieved. Generally, the number

of game players in one game world depencls on the capability of thc game server,

and there is no termìnation point for this tvpe of games.

Real-time Stràtegy games. Each player coltrols one team or one clomain, while

competing/fìghting with other players. In this category of games, ,,Real_time
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fighis/maiches àre not as important ¿s overall strategy" f401. The Age of

Kings l8j and Warcraft I12] falt into this categor.y.

o Turn-B¿rsed strategy games. Examples are card games and chess gamcs. players

make their moves in turn one bv one

o simulators, such as car .acing games. They simulate specific kinds of scenarios,

for example, clriving a vehicle. Players compete with each other by operating

their own simulated vehicles. This type of games has a small nurnber of atten-

dees, and the players usualìy concentrâte more on the competition rather than

on the direct interaction with other plavers.

In order to determine which kind of games are the most network dema.ding, I first

defrne a h,igh network demand,ing game as â game that sends frequent messages of a

size comparatively larger tha' that of other games. Thus, a high network cremanding

game should have a large bit-rate ancl a large packet size.

I have surveyed a set of game traffic studies according to the above categories, and

have sumrnarized the results of these studies in Table 2.1. In this table, the second

column identifies the games that I have surve)¡ed, whilc the first column indicates to

which of the above category each game berongs. The third corumn shows trre studies

I have analvzed for each game, while the fourth one identifies the pratform that has

been used by each study. Finally, the fifth and sixth columns describe the game traffic

of each game in terms .espectively of the mean bit-rate and mean packet size of the

client-to-server ( "Client" ) and server-to-client (,,Server" ) traffi c.

There are several notes regarding to the Table 2.1. The game Lineage l3b] is

measured onl¡' ¿1 X¡" server side. It only provides the duration of test (g days 7
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Table 2.1: Game Trallìc Measurement

Liame
Categort

Game btudy Plat-
form

Meân tìi t
Rate(bps)

Mean Packet
Size (tryte)

!,PS

MNIOR,PG

Counter
Strike

t4 WAN Crlient 40K Server 174.73
Cliert 91.28

l13l LAN Server 16.4K
Client 15.7K

5e TVCI l,'¿7

Clieni otì1 82
Quake 4 LAN Ulìent

24byte/update
l23l LA1\

LAN
Server /.ö9K
Client 12.8K

Server 77.9
Client 45

Lineage 35 WAN O'lient 1.31K
Server 1.82K

Server 36.739
Client 9.035

Real- time
Strategy

Warcraft I,A N 6.8K (LAN)
4K (WAN)

'l'ypical sizes
6,9

ge o1

King
L23l LAN Server 3-24K

Client 3.06K
Server 33,3
Client 232.0

T\un-Based
Strateov

rà1t7,ef

General
[23) LAI',I Server 118

Client 85.9
Server 44.2
Client 30.0

Simulator I ad

Prix 3
[23) LAN Server 4,62K

Client 4.62K
Server 26.3
Client 26.3

hours 42 min and I seconds) and the overall throughput of the game traffic. During

this pe.iod, the number of connections a'd the durations of each connection are not

fixed. To make Lingeage comparable to the other N¡IOGs that I have surveyed, I first

calculated the overall produced traffic using the given mean bit-rate murtipried by the

overaìl length of time Then, I muriipliecl the average duration of each connection with

the totaÌ number of connections to obtain the aggregated cornection time. At the

end, I divided the overall produced traffic with the aggregated connection tìme. This

yields the average bit-rate for each crient. In Tabre 2.1, the study on warcraft [37]

did not provicle the meàn packet size but the typical size of the packets. Since I arn

conparing the packet size range for the majoríty packets in each game, I consider
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ihis typical size comparable to the mean packet size gìverr by other stuclies.

From Table 21, we can see trìat counter Strike ancr euake. rvrrich ar.e uncrcr the

FPS category, have tÌre highest mean bit-rate and the Ìargest rnean packet size, while

turn-based strategy games have the rowest mean bit-rate ard the smalest average

packet size. Therefore, I choose FpS games for my research.

Table 2.1 also shows thai, the results for the same game mày difie¡. For example,

for the game Counter Strike. Fcng et al. l14l and Färber 113], obtainecl different

¡esults. I suspect these differences have arisen because either the game players or

the .etworks wcre not of the same sk r rever or capab ity. Nevertrreress, the resurts

lrom all of these studies indicate creariy that the Fps garnes' mean bit-rate and mean

packet size are the highest among all categories. So the diflerence in the above stuclies

does not af{ect my decision for choosing }-pS games âs the t get of this study.

2.2 FPS Games

ln order to study I'PS game performance in wireless environments, I first need

to ulderstand how a FPS game is normally implemented, especiallv in terms of its

demand on network delivery.

For implementation, FPS games usualiy adopt a clicnt/server architecture. where

there is one gâme server and a number of game clients connected to the server. Using

this architectu¡e, each client (a pla¡.s¡,s machire) is responsible for displaying the

game world for- that player.. It records eveÌy novement of the player. e.g., firing a

bullet al an enelny player, ald periocìically reports all the moves of this player to the

game server using state update rnessages. The game server is in charge of gathering

11
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the state update information frorn an game crients, maintaining the states of the

entire game world, and perioclicallv distributing the state update to the clients who ar.e

affected by player moves. Thus, i'FPS garnes, state'pdate messages are transmitteci

in the network along two directions; from trre game server to a game crient, and from

a game client to the Bame server. The shorter the latency i'delivering a state updâte

from the client to the server and then to the aflected clients, the more realistic the

ga're play. Because of their highly interactive nature, Fps games often have the most

stringent requirements on network performance. such requirements may be in terms

of the delay and loss ratio performance in delivering the garnc traffic.

2.3 \Mireless Protocols

Network communication relies criticaly o' the transmitting rncdium and the pro-

tocol used. Both the mediurr.r and the protocol may have significant impact on network

performance i'terms of performance metrics such as late.cy, jitter and packet ross

rate. Netwo.k performance is criticar to MoGs performance, because N{oGs rery

heavily on network communication capabrlities, In this research, I study the MOGs

performance in an IEEE 802.11g network. p.ior to choosi'g the IEEE g02,11g wi-Fi

network, I have surveyed the main wireress LAN protocols. Arso, I have reviewed the

techniques used at the N,Iedia Access Control (NÍAC) layer of the IEEÐ g02.11 stan_

dards. This review is necessary in order to uncìerstancl how wireless communication

impacts network perfor.mance, wliich in tunt affects À{OGs, perfornance.

The most popular wireless LAN protocols today are Bluetooth anct ihe IEEÐ

802.11 siandards. Bluetooth is designed for low power-suppry usage. It has some
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irnportant linlitations: it transfers data with low throughput up to 721Kbps; has a

radio range of only 30 feet; and ìts signals cannot penetrate through walls. In contrast,

the IEEE 802.11 suite, also carled wi-Fi (short for wireless fiderity), supports much

hìgher througliput up to 5,livfbps; has a greater transmitting range -- 100 or 300 feet;

and its signal can transmit thlough wars. Because of these characterisiics, g02.11

protocols a,re primarily used in local area network environments, while Bluetooth is

more popular in exchanging snalr fires betr¡'een clevices that are crosery located. An

example of the use of Bluetooth is transferring pictures between a pC and a digital

camera. For garne-play in wireÌess environments, I adopt ihe IEEE g02.11 standarcl

for my studlr

There a.e three extensions io the IEEE 802.11 that have been or are being r,,,idery

used in wireiess LAN devices, They are g02.11a, g02.11b, and g02.119 standards.

Among them, 802.1lb was the first one to be widely usccl. It provides'p to 11Mbps

bandwidth tn T,he 2.1GrJz band, a'd has a ma;iimum radio range of 300 feet. g02.11a

transmits in the SGFIz band with up to b4NIbps banclwidth. Because it uses a higher

f.equency band than 802.11b, its maximum range is srrorter - g0 feet. g02.119 provides

up to 54Mbps ba'dwidth for wi¡eless LANs in fhe 2.4GHz band, and is compatibre

with 802 11b. lt has the same distance capability a.s g02.11b and has about the same

bandrvidth as 802.11a. Because 802.119 and g02,11a are more aclvanced than g02.11b,

and also because 802.119 is cornpatible to 802.1lb with larger transmitting clistance

than 802 1la, 802.119 has become verl' popurar. so I study g02.119 protocor in this

research,

The IEEE 802.119 protocol supports two operating modes: infrastr.ucture mode
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and ad hoc mode. The forrner assumes tlie presence of wireless access points rr,,hen

forming a wi-Fi netrvork, and mobiÌe nodes comrnurricate via these access points; the

latter a^ssumes the forrnation of a wi-Fi netrvork *ithout any Ap, and mobìre nodes

comrnunicate with e¿ch other directly.

In order to analvze the game performance results obtailed in an g02.119 netrvork,

I have looked at the IEEE 802.r1 protocor, and rcarned how it cÌerivers data correctry.

This knowledge also can help me in choosing the potential factors that may aflect

network performance in such a wireress environment. In this research, I study the

game perforrnance ¿t the network layer, which is related to the data link layer. The

data link layer can be divided into trre N,ÍAC rayer ancr Logicar Li.k contror (LLC)

layer, r'Iy study fcicuses on the IEEE g02.lr NIAC laver protocols, which deal with

access control, data transmission, reliability aucl security issues. In the rest of this

subsection, I describe the techniques used in g02.119 MAC layer.

The ltrEtr 802 11g sta'dard uses the carrier sense Nfurtipre Access / colision

Avoidance (CSMA/CA) N{AC protocol for access control; achnowlecìgemeni(ACK)

and Request-'Io-Send (RTS) / Clear-To-Scnd (CTS) frames to provide reliability; and

authentication mechanisms for security anrì privacy [3]. In a typical scenario. when a

station, say A, warts to scnd data to station B, the CSNÍA/CA protocol listens to the

medium until the medium becomes idre. Trren, station A runs a back-off argoritrrm

to decide a period of time to wait before sending the crata. If ihe medium becomes

busy before the back-olï period ends, station A will restart the rvhole process, and

tho rest of the back-ofl tinle will be usecl in the next .waiting period, If the mediurn is

still available upon tìre end of this back-off periocr, and if RTS/crs are enabred, the
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communication will be started with a RTS frarne sent from station A to station B.

station B should reply with a crs frame if it is reacly. lf no crS is received within

certain period, station A will wait for another back,oll tirr.re before trying again. If

RTS/CTS are not enabled, the data frame will be sent. while the data is uncler

transmission, station B should acknowledge station A with an ACK frame for every

data frarne arrived at B and ha-s B as trre onry destination. If station A croes not

receive the ACK for a data frame. it will resend the data.

C)ne purpose of using RTS/CTS is to avoid hidden no<ìe problems 141, 4bl, e.g. two

machines that are out of the range of each other but plan to communicate to a thi¡d

machine at the same time, and a collisio' occurred at the thircl machine. RTS/CTS

are also used to reservo the channer for ccrtain periotr of time [321. The duration is

included in both frames; other stàtions on the network ìearn this duration from these

two frames, and refrain from sending during the reservecl cruration. Tr.ansmitting

RTS/crs franes brings overhead to the data transmission, If the t¡ansmitted data

size is verv large and a retransmission of the data costs more time than transrnitting

the RTS/crS frarnes, the use of RTS/crs w l improvc the performance. If the

transmitted data, size is very small and retransmitting the data cost less time than

transmiiting the RIS/CTS frames, the use of RTS/CTS may decrease the perfor_

mance. IEEE 802.119 protocol uses a threshold value in bytes to determine when

should use RTS/crs. when a frame to be sent has a size larger than this tì.rresholcl.

IìTS/CTS are enabled. Otherwise, RTS/CTS a¡e not used.

Because the data transferred in the air can be easiÌy captured by any station

in the radio range, security problems must be handled. An IEEE g02.1tg network
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provides two authenticatiorr methocls: open ancl sharecl ke1, methocÌs. Tì.re former has

no limitâ.tion to u,ireless clients to connect to the Ap. The làtter encrypts data usi'g

Wircd Equivalent Privacy (WtrP) algorithm to avoid eavesclropping l3l.

The use of ACK, RTS/CTS frames, the back-off proceclure, and the WEp encryp_

tion increases overhead, which could impact notwork performance in terms of delay,

and even packet loss for.real-time applications. Among them, the use of RTS/CTS

and WEP are optional. ln practice, rnost cleployed Wi-Fi networks choose a large

threshold value, essentially disabling the channel reser'ation function 122]. In addi-

tion, in my designed experimental environment, there exists no hidden node (refer to

Sections 3.3 and 3.6). So I only study the impact of using WEp. For ACK frames

and back-off procedure, I consider their impact on game performance when I anaryze

the experiment results.

Game Performance Studies

In the literature, researchers have stuclied the performance of Fps games at both

the network laver and application layer 12, J4]. ln particular., the relationship be-

tween the 
'etrvork-level 

performance and user-perceiverl game performance has been

examined, and the requirements otr the network-level performance for adequate sup_

po.t to FPS games have been estabrisr'recr. Trrese requirements are independent of trre

network technology used, so they can be applied to evaluate the capability of wireless

networks in supportitg FPS garnes. In my research, I use the performance metrics

in those studies. I compare these performance requirements with the network-level

game traffic performa'ce i' my experimentation to obtain an in-depth view of the

2.4
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wireless environrnent's capability in supporting FpS games.

In my experimental study. I use a traffic model for FpS game Half_Life (refer to

section 3.4 1). However, none of the exisiing FpS game performance studies is based

on this game. This adoption of FPS game per.formance requirements in rnv study is

under the assumption thai alì FPS garnes havc simiÌar performance requireme.ts on

the underlying networks.

Beigbeder et al. [2] tested the efiect of loss and latencv on user performance for a

FPS game called Unreal Tournament 2003 (UT2003). They have observed the typi_

cal packet loss and latency at ur2003 Internet game servers, and have emulatecl the

deduced packet loss and Ìatency in a local network environment. They monitored

the performance of UT2003 game sessions ât the netv,,ork, application ancl user lev-

els in a controllable e'vironment. In their experiments, they tested the movement

and precision shooting hit-rate uncler the assumption that a large portion oI these

two major behaviors in FPS games (movement and shooting) are loss and latency

sensitive. They found that rouÌìd-trip-time (RTT) between the game client ancì the

game server is noticeable rvhen Hf'I is over 75 ms; and the gamc is less enjoyable

when latencv is ovcr 100 ms. They also found that for the game UT2003, loss rate is

noticeable when it is at 3%, "with the primary artifact noticed being that the game

would sometimes not display animations for shots that were fired" [2]. Their study

also indicated that shooting is g.eatry afiected by latency. with even mocrest latency

(75-100 rns), accuracy and number of kills can be reducecl by up to 50%. The authors

recommended that players should avoid servels with pilg tirnes over. 75 ms or packet

loss ratios over 3%, although they also mentioned that users rarelv notice packet loss
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rate up to 5% during a typical network game. However, the effect of higher than

5% loss ratios has not been comrlented on. Note thai high loss ratios often occur in

a wireless environme't. Therefore, packet Ìoss ratio is considered a very important

perforrnance metric of this thesis stud1,.

Quax et al l34] measured both objective ancl subjective game performances of trre

game UT2003. As an objective measurement of game performance, they computed

the number of times a player elfectively kills another player rninus the numbe' of times

the player is killed. As a subjective meâsurement, the gamc participants filled out a

short questionnaire after every session regarding the network quality they experienced

duri'g the session. Quax et al. concluded that network impairment does have a

negative influence on the affected players' perceived game quality and performance.

There is an indication ihat if the round-trip delay is 60 ms or greater, the player

experiences the impairment a-s disturbing.

2.5 802.11 Performance Studies

The capability of Wi-Fi networks on supporting re¿l-tirne applications has been

studied previously. some of these studies are based o¡ g02.1ib protocol, and some

arc based on 802.11g.

Cao et al. 15] exarnined an 802.11b network's capability in suppor.ting meclia

streaming applications. In their study, a number of wireless terminals were oper_

ated in the ad hoc mode. Those terminals performed media streaming rvh e tÌre

media flle is located àt one other wireless termi.ai. They observed that the maxi-

mum throughput achier.ed was 4.6l4bps, and the m¿ximum allowed nur¡ber of users
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for this spccific type of application was 8.

wijesinha et al. 143] measured the thro.gl.rput of uDp traffic in an g02. r 1g network

that ha^s single or multtple rvireless terminals under various phvsical distance with or

without the use of RTS/crs. The packet size they used were between 100 and 1472

bvtcs They fourd that "in aimost all cases the observed throughput is well belorv 50%

of the 802.1ig rnaximum datà râte of b4Mbps", and the use of RTS/crS clegrades

the network throughput. They also conclucled that the variance of wi¡eless terminals,

phvsical distance has little impact on throughput when the packet sizes are smalr.

When the packet sizes bccome large, the rmpact increases inconsistently.

Nguyen et al. [28] measured the TCP performance of g02.1lb networh with the use

of two FPS games, 
'amely 

HalËLÌfe and euake3 [20] as background tr-affic. Because

this studv focused neither on game perfornance no¡ uDp traffic, their concrusion

could r:ot explain in which wav ancl by how much the game play quality rvas affected.

However, the authors found that 20 Harf-Life or 10 euake3 game prayers take more

than 3.5Mbps of bandwidth, even though the actuar required bandwidth is ress than

1\'Ibps.

Palazzi eT' al [29] performed a simuration study on g02.11g perfornance in ahome

network environment. They studied wireless netrvorh throughput, RTT and jitter in

a topology that consists of a wireress LAN connected witÌr a wir.ed \\AN, and utirizecl

a combination of network traflìc (movie stream, game traffic, video cÌrat and FTp).

The chosen topoiogy wâs to repÌesent a scenario where home users àre connected to

the I.ternet tl.irough a local AP. The factors used were the number of \,fAC layer

retransmissions and the queue size. Arso, the autrrors simurated clifierent vahres of
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the distance between the AP and wireless clients, and the thick.ess of obstructions

ìn the mrddle. They fou'd that, to achieve a high throughput with a relatively low

Iatency a.d a small jitter, the best number of ret.ansmissions are 3 an<ì the queue

size sho'ld be srnall. e.g. 50 packets. Thrs stucly considered x'IoG traffic requirements

but onìy from the RTT point of view. The packet ross rate, which also contributes

to the game play quaÌity, wâs not mentioned. This stucly also clid not provide the

maximum allowed number of wireless game players, which is one of the targct in my

research.

Gretarsson et al. 116] st,died the interàctions between various user applications

on net*ork layer pcrfornance i' an 802.119 network. This stucly considered the

sccnarios of two wireless clients connecting to the Ap when one (nachine A) has good

co'nection, ând the othe¡ (machine B) has eithcr good or bad co.nection, where a

good connection has an average signàl strength > -T\r|Bm and a barl location has

an averâge signal strength < 75dBm,. A FTp file download session was run on

the first client on the second client, there was either a TCp fiie download or a

strearning media application running. The streaming me<ìia application mâ)¡ usc

TCP or UDP protocol. So the applications u'ith connectivity status ar-e termed

as good/bad TCP/UDP stream, ancl good/bad TCp downloacl. Of each situation,

Gretarsson et al. measured the signal strength, the WLAN channel capacity of ihe

network, the throughput, upstrean ret¡y fraction, loss rate, ar.rd cumulative HlT.

They fo'nd that, in terms of tllc signal strength, machine A has the same performance

regardless B is in good or bad connection; while the performance on machine B

decreased when the colnection changes from good to bad. However, when B has
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bad cr.inlection, the throughput. upstrearn retry fraction, loss rate ancl cumulative

RTT on both clients were dropped. ln addition, when B has a bacl connection,

the different type of application running on B and the related transmissiorr protocol

lead to dif{ercnt performanc,e characte¡istics ir terms of throughput, upstrearn Ìetry

fraction, loss rate and cumulative RTT. Comparing to a bacl TCp stream and a bad

TCP dowlload, a bad UDP stream has much less upstreaìn retr)¡ fractions, lower

RTT, ancl extremely high ioss rate. When B is running a bad TCp dou,nload, both

machines have average throughput around 2.5fuIbps; a bad UDp stream on B h¿^s

an average throughput around 2.5Mbps, while A,s throughput is near 0; a bad TCp

stream leads to the average throughput close to 0 on B, and between 3 to 5 Mbps on A.

Gretarsson et ai. concluded that the network layer queue, the choice of transrnission

protocol, and the applicâtion layer l¡ehaviors have impact on the performance. This

study limits the number of wireless clients to two, and mai'ly focused on the .etwork

performance rvhen one client has bad network connection.
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Experimental Design

This chapter describes the preliminary tasks I have completecl in order to carry

out the actual experiments. I identify a number of factors thàt may impact gàme per_

formance; define the performance metrics to be measured in the experiments; crecide

how to obtain the values for cach perforrnance metric; design a test_becl to perform

the experiments; and describe one garne traffic emulator and one video streaming

traffic generator that I have impleme'rted in orcler to generate r.eproducible traffic in

the experiments. In additron, I determine the number of reprications for each experi-

ment by calculating the confidence intervars. After alr these are conpreted, I present

the results from a set of 2Å factorial experimental clesign stuclies. These designs are

devised to determine among a set of serected factors the important ones that sig-

'ificantly afiect the per.formance. The', I conplete the experimentatio' using more

levels for each of the irnportant factors.

22
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3.1 The Initial Set of Factors

In this research. I had to find the factors that could have major impact on game

traffic performance. Therefore, I flrst select a set of factors tlìat cause low banclwrdth,

high latencv. and high packet loss rate in rvireless networks. Then in a later step, I use

these factors i. a 2À f¿ctorial experimental design study to q,antify the impact of each

Íactor in order to narrow down the initial sct of factors to a ferv major ones. I'this
sectìon, I explain horv the initial factors are selected. The 2À factorial exnerimertaì

design study is described in Section 3.6

There are three categories of factors that may impact network level game trafñc

performance: wireless network factors, game related factors, ancl background traffic

factors in I'ireless environments.

3.1.1 Wireless Network Related Factors

wireless netlvo¡k facto.s are related to tire rvireless network. Some factors that

may impact garne traffic performance include the topology of the wireless network,

the use of RTS/crs, authentication methods, and the physical distance bctween the

wireless clients and the AP. NIy study focuses on a simple topology in which all the

wireless clie'ts belong to one Basic service Set (BSS), i.e. all the wireless clients

are conneci;ed to the same AP. More compÌex networks can be constructed using

b¿uic sub-networks. Thus, results from my study mà)¡ be useful for studying the

performance of more complex networks.

In mv test-bed, all the machines are withil the transmission ranges of each other.

I eliminated RTS/crs from the factor list because currently the RTS/crS thresholcl

23
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are not normally used ir most wi-Fi deployed networl$ [22]. The reason I consider

distance betrveen the game clier.rt and ihe AP as a factor is because radio waves facle

naturally while thc transmitting distance is getting larger. The IEEE g02.11 protocols

use a dynamic rate shiftrng method that adjusts the dat¿ rate basecl on distance: r,hen

the distance i'creases, the data rate clecrcases [3]- Therefore, clifferent distance levels

may lead to disparate netrvork level performance.

3.1.2 Game Related Factors

Game related factors impact directly the ga'rc traffic performance, regardless

of the undcrlying communication network usecl. They may include the gàme må.p

being used; the number of game players; and the game server and clients, hardrvare

configurations. The numbe¡ of game servers may be considerecl as a factor for some

NIOGs, because thel' p¿u use more than one GS to support a large number of GCs.

However, since I-PS ga.nes usually have a small number of GCs (less than fifty), tlìey

normally only'eed one GS. Difierent game maps result in various gaming cornplexity,

and may produce different message sizes betwcen the GS ancl GCs. However, frorn

Section 2.1, v,¡e can see thai FPS games do not have high brt rates ol large mean

packet sizes. Therefore, variatiorì in message sizes will not have great impact on the

trâffic generated by the game. So, I decide to use a map with ihe largest packet size

in mv study. and eliminated the game map from the factol list. Since I used emulated

game traffic in my evaluation (see Section 3.4), graphics rendering power on the game

clients is lot considered in this studv.
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3.1.3 Background TYaffic Related Factors

In this study, the backgro.nd traffic (BT) in the erpcrimented wireless network

refers to the data exchanged betwee' the AP, u4rich also serves the wireless game

players, and other wircless clients i,hat are not relatcd to gaming. An exarnple of

BT is the FTP traffic when a wireless device downloads/copies a file via the same

wireless netrvork. A wireless multi-player online game could be <iisturbed if the BT

is too heavy. For my experiments, I have selected trvo 
'etwor.k 

applications: video

streaming applications and FTP applications. Both tvpes are very popular in terms

of current net*ork usage lt7l. video streaming is a real-time âpplication that initiates

the comrnunication using TCP, but sends real,time video frames using UDp. These

video frames are sent â.t a constant &ame sending rate- There are many video e'coding

schemes among which NIPEG-4 and DivX video streams are two popular standards

on thc Internet right now. A MPEG-4 or DivX encoded video stream has a bit-rate

ranging from 64kbps to 4Mbps 118]. FTP is a TCp-based protocol that may absorb

all ofthe available ba'dwidth due to the congestion control ¡nechanism ofrcp. when

competing with non "TCP friendly" protocols such as UDp, TCp may back-ofI and

thus receive much reduced amount of bandwidth compared to when there is no rron

"TCP friendll." trafllc. Because of the difierence between UDp and TCp. I conside¡

the above two types of BT separately as two factors. Although HTTp traffic is also

a popular type of trafic, it is not used in this <iesign. The purpose of have more

than one background traffic factor is to discovery the impact of dilTerent transport

layer protocols. Because both FTP and HTTP traffic use TCp protocol, select one

from them is considered adequate to achieve this goal. Adrling HTTp traffic to the
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background could be the future rvork.

On my experimental nctrvork, ther.cr are two dedicated machines for exchanging

backgrou'd trafñc betweerr them; a background traffic server (BS) and a backgro'ncl

t¡afIic cìient (BC). BT is generated and sent from thc BS (rvirecl) to the BC (rvireless).

This direction was chosen becausc in real world, people use 
'ireless clevices mainly

for their own pleasule, such as entcrtainment, but clo not often intenrì to provide

services to other clients rn the local netwolk or on the Internet. ln addition, Intcrnet

service Providers usually provides much lower ba'dwidth for upstream traffic than

downst¡eam trafÊc.

3.L.4 The Preliminary Factors

The identified initial set of factors that are selected for this study inclucles:

Factor l: l{C: The number of wireless GCs.

Factor II: Video: The amount of background video streaming traffic.

Factor-Ill: FTP: "lhe number of background FTP sessions tirat are kept alive

t.luring rhe entire g¿mê se5jiun.

Factor-IV: tr4lEP: Auihentication methods.

Factor-V: D,istanc:e: The distance from the GCs to the AP.
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3.2 Performance Metrics

Previo's studies of game performance requirements establishetì the ¡ange of packet

loss rate and round-trip deìav for acceptable F'PS game play. Basecl o'these str,rdies,

I deflne the perfrirmance metrics of my experiments as follows:

the packet loss ratio, LR"2., for game packets sent fr-orn ihe GS to the GCs.

the packet Ìoss ratio, LR.2", for game packets sent from all the GCs to the GS.

and

the average round-trip-time, RTT, for game packets sent from à GC to the GS.

Note that these met¡ics are at the network layer, It is different frorn the game

performancc at the app[cation layer above, or frame level perfolmance at tire data

Iink layer below. l-or convenience, the performance experienced by tl.re game traffic

at the network laver is called "game traffic performance" in this thesis.

As described in Section 2,4, both latency and loss ratio performance at the netv,¡ork

layer may have a major impact on the game performalce at the application layer.

The importance of latency requirement has l¡een established in the lite¡ature. For

loss ratio, alihough it is found that a Ìoss ratio of up to 5% has mini.ral impact on

a user's experience in the literâture, some of my experimental results shorved that

the ìoss ratio could be signrficantly higher than b%. These loss ratio results m¿v be

important and thelefore are reported in this thesis.

To calculate tr4"2c, two counters. lú. and jV. ar.e used. À1" records the total number

of game packets tlìât are sent by the GS to all the GCs in an experiment. 
^¡" 

is the

total number of game packets received by all the GCs from the GS in an experiment.
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The game traffic generator on each GC records the number of packets received. N.

is obtained frorn the sum of all these val¡:es. Then, tr.R"2" is calcul¿ted by

^I ^rI Þ ". .. t¡rtc;'LaLsz. 
¡¡ 

. .,r' zc

lloth l/. and Iy'" are collected by the game traffic generator.

Similarly, to calculate LR"2", the total number of packets that àre scnt by all the

GCs, lfj, and the total number of packets that are received by the GS, Iy'], are also

collected by the game traffic generator, trÃ"2" is then calculated bv

Nt 
^¡/r D "s ., r^^atL'r12s - N-¿ 

rvv/a

rÌ77 is collected using the "ping" utility that is provided by the opcrating svstem.

To reduce the negative impact that is brought in by the additional ping traffic, the

time interval betweeri consecutive icMP Echo Request packets of the pi'g .tility is set

to 1 second. This is much longer than the 41.5 ms time interval betr¡'een consecutive

game pachets that àre sent lrom a GC to the GS. This interval is not too large either.

So it can accurateiy capture the -R77 encountered by the game tr.afiÊc.

In order to determine whether the Æ77 should be obtained frorn one GC or

more than one GC, and in c¿se of the former, which GC should be chosen, I first

performed a set of experiments all with 8 GCs (the maximum number of GCs used

in this design). and ping the GS from each of those GCs. The standard deviation of

lhe RTT observed at all GCs is less than 5% of the average round-trip time. So I

conclude that 477 is independent of the GC machines. Therefore, I decide to use

only one GC to obtail t,he RTT. When the¡e is more than ole GC in an experiment,

the GC that last joins the game session is used to collect the RTT.
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3.3 Test-Bed

To carry out my stucìy, I have set up a network environment to perform experi_

ments, and to observe the game traffic performance during these experiments. lt is a

LAN environment usirg the ItrtrE 802.11g standarcì for rvireÌess co*rrnu'ication. A

number rif rnachines communicate through this network. In this lesearch, I consicler

regular PCs or laptops equipped with wireÌess LAN Network Interface cartts (NICs).

I do not use smart phones, PDAs, or portable game consoles bccause currently they

are in general not used for high-end 3D FPS games yet. (with the advances of cellular

phone processors and flash memories, it is expectecl that smart phones and pDAs will

be able to support sophisticated 3D games in the near future. Then, my study could

be extended to those devices as f,ture work.) l' real world, there is always some

other network traffic when a game is played, so I have includecl background traffic

besides game trafîc in my test-bed environment.

My test-bed, depicted in Figule 3.1, has eleven machines, which fall into four

different categories:

A dedicated GS, it has a Pentium III I.T GHz CpU. b12 MB RAM, and 60

GB hard disk;

Eight GCs each has a Pentium III 733 \'IHz CPU, 256 NIB RANI, ancl 13 GB

hard disk;

A background iraffic server (BS) it has a Pentium III I.7 GHz CpU, i GB

RAltl, and 40 GB hard disk;

29

4. A background traffic client (BC) it has a Pentium III 733 IVIHz CpU. 256 À{B
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Figule 3.1: Test-bed

RA\,I, and 13 GB hard disk.

The GCs and the BC âre on â wireless network, while lhc GS and the BS are on

a wired network. The GC machines are equipped with Linksys \,VNIP54G Wireless_G

PCI adapters. The BC machine is equipped with a D-Link Airplus G High-Speed

2.4GHz DWL-G510 wireless PCI adapter'. Both GC and BC machines are a^ssociated

with a rvireless AP (CISCO AIROI,¿ET 1200 series, nodel No.: AIR_AP12JlG_A

K9). The advantage of using networking equipments fron different vendor.s is that

my test-bed might closely reflect real-ìife scenarios. on the u.ired portion of the test-

bed, the GS and the BS are connected with the wireless Ap via a U.S. Robotics

8054 router. Al1 11 machines are installed with the Linux operating system (Fedora

{BS)
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3, Kernel 2.6.9-1.667). The entire test-bed was set up in an office environment in a

one-floor building. rvhere there are offces anci cubicles, all on the same grouncl floor.

The wireless AP was configured using its default settings except that the access

control bv NÍAC addresses on the AP rvas turnecl on ancl the broadcasting sSID was

disabled. lt is worth noting that besides my wi-Fi network, there are t.wo other wi-Fi

netlvorks that are in operation in the same building. I userì the wireless network dis,

covery application provided by Microsoft windows xp operating system to rìeasure

the signaì strength of each Wi-Fi network as seen from m)'test-bed. The result shows

that, my Wi-Fi network is rated 10 out of 10, ancl those two other Wi-Fi networks were

râted 3 to 5 out of 10. To fu.ther reduce the interference fi.om those tìvo networks,

I configuled my AP to make use of the least busy channel and performed the exper-

iments in evenings and weekends. I consider such an environment aclequatc for rny

purpose because in a practical wireless gaming environment, co-existelce of multiple

Wi-Fi networks is likely, and some (low) degree of interference mav be present.

At the beginning of an experiment, the GS is frrst started; it waits for a specified

number of GCs to rnake connections. If there is any background trafÊc, the back_

ground traffic i;ransmission would be startecl before the GCs are started. Each GC

initiâtes a connection with the GS after it is started. After all GCs have done so,

the GS sends packets to the GCs back-to-back in a row at each timeout, following

the order in r,vhìch the connections were first i.itiated. At the same time, thc GCs

scnd packets to the GS periodically without concerns about the other GCs. The

background trafüc applications are terminâted aftcr the game session completes.
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3.4 Tbaffic Generator

Network traffic models define the patterns of observed network usage showing the

packet activities for specific netv'ork applications. They are usually used in simula-

tions to represent typical network workload by the specified applications. Researchers

can then study, test or evaluate the capability of a designed environment to support

those applications, or estimate network throughput by running ¡elevant network traf-

fic models in a simulation. A network traffic model emulates the network behavior of

every station in the network environment for a selected application. It describes the

distribution of the packet size and the packet inter-arrival time from one station to

another station, i.e., the stochastic nature of the traffic [31, 44].

In this stud¡ I implernented and made use of emulated FPS game traffic, as well

as sorne emulated background traffic. using emulated game traffic is easier to control

and costs much less than having huma'pÌayers. So I irnplement a game traflic mocìel

to emulate game tralfic. In addrtion, because of resource limitatior.r, I implement a

streaming video traffic generator so that I can use one pair of background traffic server

and client to emulate the scenarios in which a number of video streams are transferred

in the air. Using those trvo traffic generators, all foregrouncl and bachground traffic

are statistically identical anong experiments.

In orde¡ to compâre the experimental results under various network conditions,

3.4,7 Game Tlaffic Emulator

Interactive game traffic has different network traffic characteristics comparecl with

other real-tìme applications, such as video conferences and lp-telephony. Game com_
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munications are highly interactive but the transmitted packets are smaller than that

in video conferences and lP-telephony. Currently, onÌy a few l-PS garnes, traffic mod

els have been built. The¡. are trafiìc models for the games Quakel and Quake2 by

Borella [4]: Quake3 traffic models by Lang et al. 125]; ancl Half-Life traffic models by

Lang et al. l24l and Färber 113]. Among those games, Half-Life is the newest, ancl is

currently the most popular FPS game. Therefore, I decide to implement a Half-Life

traffic model.

In both of the existing Half-Life tralîc models [13, 24], messages are sent between

every individual GC and the GS. Fárber [13] assumed the independence (i) among

clients' bchaviors, (ii) between the server traffic per client and the number of cìients,

and (iii) beiween the client tr¿ffic and the corresponding server traffic, In this model,

the GS-to-GC inter-arrival time and the packet size of both directions follow an

extreme distribution with difierent parameters, and the GC-to-GS inter-arrival time is

deterministic and is fixed at 40 ms. (An extreme distribution is the distribution ofthe

extreme order statistic 1,12]. It has a shape that ís similar to log-normal distribution.)

In the traffic model bv Lang et al. l2al, the setver-to,client packet inter-arrival

time is deterministic: 50% at 50 ms and 50% at 70 ms, with 50ms and Z0ms strictly

alternating. The GS-to-GC packet size follows a log-normal distribution with difierent

parameters for- the different maps being played on. The GC-to-GS packet inter-arrival

tine is also bimodal but difiers bascd on the client's graphic rendering methods. For

those client machines using OpenGL Application Programming Interface (ApI) [36],

the inter-arrival times are 50% at 33 ms and 50% ¿t 50 ms with 33ms and 50ms

strictìy alternatingl for Software users, the inter-arival tìme is 41 ms. The GC-to-GS
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packet size fits a normal distributiori with parameters: mean p - 71.57 and stanclard

deviation o2 - 6.84 in bytes.

Although these lwo tralfic rnodels are not exactly the same, the probability clis-

tribution and thc distribution parameters used are verv similar in shape, and close

in bounds. Both models woulcl likoly geneÌate very similar netrvork traffic. For my

experiments, I use the latest model produced by Lang et al. 124]. I have irnplemented

this model using the C programming language on the Linux operating system. In

this game traffic emulator, I have chosen the map that has the largest average packet

size, thus a rncan of 203 bytes ¿nd a standard deviation of 0.31 bvtes for the GS to

GC direction are used.

3.4.2 Streaming Video TYaffic Generator

Currentl¡., most video streaming applications use UDp protocol to transfer their

packets. Using UDP. ihe loss of any single packet does not affect the senrling rate

of the rest of the r.idco. To bette¡ represent tlÌe current state of this field, I l.rave

implemented the streaming video traffic genetator using UDp a_s well.

This generator generates video f¡ames of various sizes according to vicleo trace

data provided by Fitzek 115j. Multiple video streams are included in m1. experiments.

For each video stream, one video frame is sent eveÐ¡ 40 ms. Based on the average bit-

rate of each trace, thc number of video streams is valied to produce various levels of

background video t¡affic. Based on the average video bit rates, in my experiments, the

numbcr of video streairs coìncides with the expected vicieo load level in Mbps. Thus,

there are 4 video streàms for'4NIbps video stream load, and 16 streams for 16\dbps
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load. A total of seven video trace fiies ale used in this study, and their bit rates range

frorn 850Kbps to i.2\,fbps. The vidcos are categorized a,s TV shows, movies, sports

programs. and Cam video streams. For each VicJeo level,I trv to inclucle vldeo files

from all categories to represent the situations in which network users have varioLls

intercst on videos, and thus, may generate different kinds of tlaffic.

In each experiment, all video streams are star.ted in the fìrst 40 ms, within which

the actual start times are random. SimÌlar to the FTP traffic, video str.eaming traffic

is sent from the BS to the BC. This is under the assumption that users in a Wi-Fi

environment may bc more likely io act as content consumers rather th¿n content

producers.

3.5 The Duration and Number of Replications

Each experiment is performed for a duration of 8 minutes. This length js consid.-

cred representative in a tvpicaì FPS game session [6].

In order to reduce the irnpact of un-controllable paraneters, I repeat each exper-

iment 6 times. This number of replications is determined by calcuìating a confidence

interval 126]. A confidence interval estimates how weil a giverr set of independent

sample data can represent the un-obset'ved population. It gives the probabiliiy that

a newly-observed result will have the same value as those in the sample data. I define

a t¡'pical scena¡io il my experiments as: l/C - 4, Vitteo:l6N,Ibps, FTp : yes,

II|EP : Yes, and Distance : LeuelT. Then I perforrn this experiment 6 times,

and compute the 95% conficlence interval from the obtained resuits. The calculatioll

resuits show that the widih ofthe confidence intervals are extremely small when com,
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pared to the sample ûtcàlr so I only report on the sample mean of rny performance

motrics.

3.6 The 2À Factorial Experimental Design Studies

As described in Scction 3. t, I select a set of factors that may cause lotv banclu,idth,

high latencv. and high packet loss rate in wireless netll,orhs.

To simplify the experimentation by omitting unimpor.tant factors, I nee<ì to narrow

dorvn the initlal set of factors to a few major ones. So I perform a 2À factorial

experimental design study; estirnate the importance of each factor; and identifv the

major factors.

Other than a full factorial experimental desigrr, the purpose of a 2À factorial ex-

perimental design is to use the least number of experirnents to determine the effect

of À factors [26]. In such a design, each factor has two levels, i.e. values. These two

levels ar'e an upper-bound and a lower'-bouncl level, which represent the highest and

the lowest values of the factor. This determines if a factor affects the game trafûc

performance significantly when it reaches its limit.

In this 2À design stuciv, the defined two levels of initial factors are as follows;

Factor-l: lúC. The smallest number of game players is 1, and the rna-ximum

number of players for game Half-life is 32. Holvever, because of the re-

source limitation, the rnaximum number of wireless clients I can reach is

8. So this factor has a range from 1 to 8. Therefore, the two ìevels used

in 2À factorial experimental design are l and 8.
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Factor--Il: Vzdeo. In practice, due to protocol overhead, the maximum through-

put that al application can achieve in an 802.11 network is much lower

than the protocol's theoretical bit-rate lb, 71. In fact, 802.119 network_

letcl performance is well below 50% of its maximurn data rate of 54N,Ibps

at the physical laver 143]. Consequently, I choose the two levels as fol-

lowirrgr No video streaming and 22Mbps vicleo streaming traffic, rvhere

22Mbps represents a heavy load condition on an 802.119 network.

Factor-III: FTP. The two levels are no FTP and one FTp session respectively.

For the second leveì of this factor, because an FTp session that transfers

a very large file may absorb all available bandwidth in the nct.work, one

FTP session is adequate to demonstrate the impact of FTp applications.

Ibr this level, I activate a FTP client application that came with Fe<ìora,

called "ncftpget", at the BC. It starts to download a large file iìorn the

BS before the game session starts. This application will be terminated

after the game sessiol completes.

Factor-IV: W E P . The two levels are with and without the use of WEp en-

cryption. In the second level, the Wi-Fi network uses a 12g bit shared kev

with WEP encryption.

Factor-V; D,istance. At the fiÌst glance, for each letel of the distatce factor, all

GCs are located at the same distance from tl.re Ap. But in the real world,

wireless clients should have varying distance from the Ap. To facilitate

the investigation of the distance factor, I consider the following two càses.
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75 feel

25 feet

m achin e

Figure 3.2: Distance Factor Evaluation Environrnent

In Case I, I have one game client (NC:1) and I vary the distance betv,,een

two ìevels. At distance level 1, the GC is placed in an ,,experiment room,,

where the AP is located, and the distance to the Ap is arould 10 feet. (See

Figure 3.2 for the layout of the office environment where the experirnents

were conducted.) At distance Ìevel 2, the GC is placed in a room (at

tlie top left corner in Figure 3.2) that is around 75 feet arvay from the

AP. Case I is to see the impact of distance when there is only one game

client in the Wi-Fi network. In Case II, I increase the number of game

clients to 8 (i.e., NC:S). Similar to Case I, trvo distance levels are under

consideration. At distance level 1, all 8 GCs are located in the experiment
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room. Thesc GCs forrn a circle with a diameter of around 10 feet and the

AP is positioned in the center of the circle. Therc are no physical obstacles

between the AP and the GCs. At distance ìevel 2, four GCs are remained

in the experiment room- The other four GCs are spread out in the offrce

environr:nent (see Figure 3.2); one is 25 feet away fì.om the Ap, two are

50 feet away, and one is 75 feet away. I attempt to use this pìacement

of GCs to model a Wi-Fi garning environrnent where players may sit at

difierent locations within the Wi-Fi network. As shown in Figure 3.2,

there are solid walls and cubicÌe dividers betwcen these four GCs and

ihe AP. Finally, in both cases, the GS, BS, and BC are located in the

experiment room.

since the dista.ce factors are studied in two diflerent wàvs, their results cannot be

combined together for studying the impact of l/C. So, I performed three 2a factorial

experimental designs for the situations that have one client rvith varving distance,

or eight clients rvith varying distance, or one / eight clients that are all in the sa¡ne

distance, respectively. They are called Design 1, Desrgn 2, ald Design 3. In addiiion,

for Design 2, I have measured fhe RTT from every GC to ihe GS. Using these results,

I further study the latency difierence betrveen the average jl?Z of the four within-l0-

feet GCs and the 75-feet GC within one flame plar This forms the fourth 2a factorial

experimental design. The fourth design is different frorn the otlÌers in two ways:

1. Design 4 uses only rR77 as perforrnance metric. This is due to the li'ritation of

my gàme traffic generator. In the garne trafÊc model, the state update messages

sent from GS to the GCs a¡e in bursts_ Because of laciring the implementation
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detail of horv Half-Life selds the messages from the GS to the GCs, I implement

my game traffic generator by sending the GS messages to the GCs one by one

ìn each burst. Then the nìessàges that are sent later will also arrive at the

AP queue later, thus, have highel probability to Ì:e lost than the ûtcssages

that are sent earlier. In this case, the loss ratio on each individual GC is not

only related to the ttânsmitting procedure, but aÌso related to the sequence in

which the messages are sent to the GCs. When the distance factor is used, the

impact of distance cannot be separated from the impact of the message sending

sequence. Therefore, I decide not to consider loss ratio in this design.

2. In Design 4, the number of GCs is not fixed at one value. The latency result for

within-1O-feet GCs is the average A?7 of all four GCs at that distance, whilc

the 75-feet latency is obtained from one GC only_

Each design has 16 settings. In all the designs, the BC is located within 10 feei

from the AP. The factors and their two ler.els used in the three designs are shown in

Table 3.1. Every design yields 2a : 16 settings. Because both Design 1 ancl Design

2 have half of the settings in the sane settings as Design 3, and also because Design

4 uses the results from Design 2, there are a total of 16 + 8 + 8 : 32 settings for all

four designs. As the cxperiment of each setting has 6 replications, the total numbel

o[ pxpr'rinrcnts is 32 . 6 - 192.

The obtained results shotv that, 1,4.2, never exceeds 1% in my cxperiment settings

(refer to Appendix A). In the rest of this tl.resis, I only focus on performance metrics

LR"2, and, RTT.

I calculate tlìe amount of variation explained by each factor and each factor inter-
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Table 3.1: Factors in the Four 2a Factorial Experimental Designs

¡actor Design 1 Design 2 Design 3 L)esisn 4
Distanc:e thirt 10 têet

175 feet
All in 10 feet

/Spread
All ln 10 teet Within 10 feet

l7 5 leet
IV LP Open/128 bit

shared key
Open/128 bit

shared key
0pen/128 bit

shared key
Open/i28 bit

shared key
No/Oue FTP No/One FTP No/One FTP No/One FTP

V'ideo No/22Mbps No/22N'Ibps No/22\Ibps No/22Mbps
¡/c I 8 r18 4 a.nd 1

action using the obtained values of performance metrics for each design. Tables 3.2,

3.3,3.4, and 3.5 list the factors and the factor intetaction which have an importance

ratio larger than 7Ya i'r cach of the designs. The fult detailed experimental results

and the explanations of the variations of each design can be found in Appenclix A.

In Design I. Vid,eo is the most important factor in tenns of LR"2". FT p and ttrc

interaction of Video and FTP have lower but still significant impact. F?p is the

most importànt factor in terms of .R77. FT P -lvicle,o arLd v,id,eo have cornparatively

muclr ìower impact on RTT . All othel factors or factor inte¡actions have very small

impact in explaining lñe amount of variation in results. It can be conclucled tl.rat

when the numbe¡ of game client is one, the importa.nt factors are Virteo, FTp, anò,

FTP +Vid,eo.

Table 3.2: Results of Design 1

Performance Metrics FTP Video Í I 1- -f V 1.d.co

LR"z" '27.75% 45.0070 24.53y(,
H'] 82.87%, 71.25%,

In Design 2, FTP is the most important factor for both performance metrics
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Vzdeo is another very importânt factor in terms of .L.R"2". Sarne ¿Ls Design 1. alÌ the

factors othe¡ than FTP, Vid,e,o, and the intcraction of Video àr1d FTP explaÌn ìess

than 7% of variation in results, and are thus negligible. It can be concluded that,

rvhen the number of game client is eight. the imporbànt factors are Vid"eo and FTp.

Table 3.3: Results of Design 2

Performance Metrics V ide,o FT'P + V ideo
LHszc 65.554/,' JtJ.95"/ 2.5€)%
RTT 86.27% 5.76%, 7.s0%

For Design 3, Table 3.4 shows that. FTP is the most important factor on both

performance metrics. I/ideo and lúC are also important in terrns ol LR"z". There are

also some comparatively lower impact of NC + FTP and, FTP -lV id,eo on trÃ"2. ancl

impact of Vzdeo and FTP tVideo on RTT. All the other factors are not important.

Table 3.4: Resuìts of Design 3

In Design 4, Table 3.5 shows T,ltaf , FTP dominates the average RTT. Video,

FTP + Vi,deo, and Distan.ce have some impact, but are comparatively much lower.

All the other factors are not inportant in this design.

Table 3.5: Results of Design 4

Performance Metrics |'1 P V id,eo þ"1'P -f Vi.deo Distance
87.34% 5.05%, 4.19'r. r.55%

Performance Metrics Video FTP + Vide o t\u +.P'1 y
L 11"2,, 33.51% Z4.l J"/Õ 4.62% 24.89%, 9.70%
RTT 86.51% 2.23'7c 10.30%
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'l'he above results allciw me to rernove two factcxs: Di,stancc andWEP.In Design

I and Design 2, the amount of variation explained by both iypes of distance factor

definitions, and any factor interaction that contains the ¡listance factor, is always

iess than 1%. Although in Design 4, Di,stance has an impact slightly larger than

1%, it is stiÌl very srrralÌ. This means that the distance factor is not important for

iJris experimental environment setting. From Tablcs 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, ancl 3.5, we can also

conclude that tr4l.ÐP is not impoÌtant, since the importance ratio of the authentication

factor and any factor interactiorr that contains the authentication factor also never

exceecls 1%. Thus, I conclude that the factors tr4lEP an¡l D,istance do not have

significant impact on the game traffic performance in my target environment.

3.7 The Experiment Settings

Afïer completing the four 2À factorial experimental designs, I identify three major

factors: FTP,lr'C, and Video. For FZP, I dccide to stay at two levels; with and

without I'TP session. For' lúC and Vi.d,eo, as it is not feasible to perform expcri-

mentation for every possible values, I select a number of levels for each. .ÀúC has

levels at 1, 2, 4, 6, and 8. Video has levels at 0, 4, 8, 12, 16,20,22,24, tnd 26llbps.

Vider.t has flner levels when larger than 20Nlbps. This is because RTT arld L4"2.have

sudden increase whe¡l Video exceeds 20Nrfbps, and I would like to have a clear view

on the increasing trend of the performance metrics itì this range. Note that in these

levels, the highest video load level is 26Mbps. This is higher than the 22Mbps used rn

the 2a designs abovc. The higher levels are selected to illustrate what would happen

when the wireìess chalnel is approaching saturation. On the other hand, in the 2a
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designs, it was expected that the vrdeo load level is kept at 22Mbps or lower in orcler

to avoid starvation of other trallc on a shared 802.119 netrvork. The conclusions from

2a designs above rvould remain valid if 26NIbps is used instead.

Iìr tlris part of experimentatiol, the unimportant factors. W EP an¡l D.istance,

are fixed àt W EP:yes and Distance:I.

To surnmarize, the levels for each factor are listed belorv:

Factor-I; ,¡r'C has 5 levels: 1, 2, 4, 6, and 8.

Factor-Il: Vzdeo Ins 9 levels: no video strearns, with 4, 8, 12, 76,20,22,24,

and 26Nfbps.

Factor-III: FZP still has two levels: no FTP and one FTP session.

Factor-IV: WEP is fixed; encryption with a 128 bit shal.ed key is always usecl.

Factor-V: Distance is also fixed at level one where all the rnachines are within

10 feet from the AP.

Each setting sttll has 6 replications. This part of experimentation yields a total

of 5 x 9 x 1 x 1 x 6 : 270 experiments.
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Experimental Results

In this chapter, I report on the observed results fi'on my experiments, ancl prcsent

the major finclings of thrs study. The ¡esults show that the major factors impact

packet loss ratio and latenc). differently. To clarifi' the factor's impact on game traflìc

performance, I separate the loss ratio analysis and the latency analysis, and present

them in trvo sections respectively.

4.I Impact on Packet Loss Ratio

In this section, I describe how the factors rmpact -L-R.2., the packet loss ratio for

the GS to GC game traffic. The 2À experimental clesign shows that FTP download

and UDP video streaming not only individually afiect the performance, but their

interaction also affects the performance. To better describe their impact on perfor-

nance, I report the experimental results in two subsections: "witÌtout" and "with"

FTP. "Without" indicates that other than the game traffic, all other background

45
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traffic, if there is any, is from the UDP-based video streaming; there is no FTP back-

ground traffic. "With" represents the casc whele background traffic includes both

FTP traffic and UDP-based video strearning traffic. Last, I describe the impact of

JVC, the number of game clients on perforrnance.

4.1.7 Without FTP

Figure 4.1 plots the trend ofthe game traffic loss ratio along the increase ofthe

Video for various values of ly'C.

Distance-1 ; WEP=Yes; FTP=No

I
/.l/-_ I
GC=2 x- i
GC=4 - -x

GC=A l

..-.--a-

o 4 a 12 16 20 24
Video Stream Load (Mbps)

Figure 4.1; Loss Ratio vs. Amount of Video Stream

The background traffic only contains video streams. It can be observed that wìren

Vi,deo < SN,fbps, there is no loss on the network; betweer 8 and 16lVfbps, the loss

is lorver than 1%; when Video > 20NIbps, the loss ratio has a sharp increase- This
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implics Tideo may have an important influence oû FPS gâme loss ratio even without

FTP traffic. From this figure, we can also see that, when Vdeo 2 8\ribps, it becomes

more and more clear thal a higher ,¡úC leads to a higher loss latio. This implies that

/y'C has an impact on loss. Tlie impact of lúC is explained in Section 4.1.3.

The reason whv a htgher video load ìeads to a higher loss is thàt a higher video

load produces more wireless traffic. As described in Section 3.4.2, ole video stream

generâ.tes 25 frarnes per second. At l6Ntibps video load, there are 16 video streams,

which produce 400 frames per second. Accounting for video frame fragmentation,

packet arrival rate is higher than the frame arrival rate. When packets arrive at the

AP, because of the stochastic nature of traflìc, a queue may form, whcn packets arrive

at a hígher bit-rate than ihe AP's trarsmission r¿te, the queue may quickly fill. When

the buffer becomes full rvhile more pachets are arriving, the packets that arrive later

will be dropped. This results in packet loss. Video strcaming applicaticlns use the

UDP protocoì, in which the sender cànnot see the congestiorr in the network. Thus

the sender contìnues sending packets regardless of the network load and capability.

When the number cif video streams and/or video streams' amount become larger,

more pâckets wlll be sent to ihe AP, resulting in incre¿sed loss ratio.

4.L.2 Wirh FTP

This subsection studics the case when there is FTP background traffic while a

ganÌe session is on going. It shows that the inclusion of FTP significantly afiects the

game traffic loss ratio in a Wi-Fi nctwork.

Figures 4.2 and 4.3 plot the game traffic loss ratio "with" FTP for IVC:1 and
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¡úC - 8, respectively. To ease comparison, ìn each graph, the results when "without"

FTP are also included. lt can be obse¡ved that in both graphs. the inclusion of l-TP

traffic greatly lou'ers the loss latio performance of game traffic. For LrC - 1, the

Iargest difierence betweerÌ "with" ând "without" FTP traffic approaches 3%. For

-l{C : 8, this difierence is close to 5%. The difference incrcases the fastest when

video stream size increases from 0 to 4\'Ibps. Then this difTerence remains the same

until the video stream size reaches 2O!fbps. When Vi,deo > 20N4bps, both loss rates

increase greatly. Alsr'l, the loss for "without" FTP increases faster th¿n that for "with"

FTP. In Figure 4.2, when the video stream size reaches 26Nlbps, the trvo situations

have very similar loss ratios. Whet Vi,deo - 0. both cases have their loss close to 0%.

Distance= l I WÊP=Yes; cC=1

w¡th FTP - -,- r-
W¡thôut FTP x---

I 12 16
V¡deo Stream Load (Mbps)

Figure 4.2: FTP Impact or Loss Ratio for 1 GC

The pelformance clegradation rvher there is FTP traffic can be expÌained by tire
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D¡stance=1 ; WEP=Yes; GC=8

a 12 16
Video Stream Load (Mtrps)

Figure 4.3; FTP Impact on Loss Ratio for 8 GC

nature of FTP applications. FTP traffic is delivered using the TCP transmission pro-

tocol at the transport layer. TCP protocol has a congestion control mechanism for

supporting reliabÌe data transmission. Every TCP scgment sent has a sequence num-

ber attached, and requiles acknowledgement (ack) from the receiver to the sender 1331.

The receiver acknowledges the arrival of every segment if all the previous segments

have been received correctly. If a segment arrives while some previous ones have not,

the receiver sends a duplicatcd ack acknowledging the la-st segment that it received

properly. In this rvay, i,he sender is able to determine the possible ìoss, and then

reduce the sending speed.

The sendel controls the sending speed by n.raintaining a congcstion window, rvhich

decides the total amount of unacknowledged data allowed at any time. This colges-
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tion window is initially set at a very small value, i.e. 1 or 2 Maximum Segment Size

(MSS) in bytes, which is the size of the largest segment that can be t¡ansferred over

the network. Then the congestion window inc¡eases using a slow start method. which

doubles the congestion window size each time a lon-duplicated ack is received 139, 1].

If the sender (i) rcaches a timeout while rvaiting for the ack of â packet, or (ii) re-

ceives three duplicated acks, tlìe sender re transnÌits the segment followrng the last

segment thât has been acknowledged. In case (i), the congestion window is decreased

to the initial size. In case (ii), the congestion window shrinks to half. In both cases,

the sender sets up â. slow start threshold (sslh,resh) ai the half value of the conges

tion winclow size before the shrinlc happens. T'he congestion windorv is in slow start

process when it is smaller than the ssthresh, and increases by one MSS after everv

I{TT, when it is larger than (;he ssth,resh,. In this way, the FTP application ìs abÌe

to respond to the cìrrrent network load, thus be able to explore and make use of the

maximum a\.ailable bandwidth in the traffic path.

When a queue (at a router or an AP) inside the network is overflowed, loss events

occur, and TCP congestion control is triggered. This implies that TCP may tend to

keep the queue length to be within the bufier size linit. At the same time, because

TCP cndeavors to malce use of the available bandwidth as much as possible, it tends

to keep the bottleneck queue relatively full. In my test-bed network, the major queue

in the network is the one at the AP along tl.re server to client directiot. When the

video load is low to moderate and there is no FTP traffic, the queue is relatively short,

yielding good RTT performance. With FTP trafûc, however, the queue is relatively

full with the FTP trafrc. lf a flrst-come-first-served (FCFS) scheduling is used at this
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queue, thc gane traffic rvill encounter a rnuch longer queue, when cornpared to the

case of no FTP traffic, resulting in worse performance. When thc video traffic load is

high enough (e.g., above 24Mbps), even without FTP trafflc. the wireless channel is

approaching saturation and the queue starts to overflow. In this case, it is observed

that the performance is equally bad regardless of there is FTP traffic or not. These

observations ildicate lhat QoS strategies may be needed in order to well support

game traffic rvhen there is FTP background traffic in the network.

In addrtron, from Figure 4.2, we can see that, for both levels of FTP, the higher the

video trafüc load, the higher the loss ratio. Without FTP trafic, the loss ratio has a

shàrp increase between the video load levels of 24 and 26Mbps; with FTP traffic, this

degradation of loss ratio is more gradual. This is because of the "damping" efiect of

TCP traffic, which affects the dynamics of the queue length. Specifically, when there

is only UDP traffic, there rvould be à shârp increase in queue length as the channel

âpproâches saturation. But with FTP traffic, the queue tends to stay relatrvely full

all the time and such a sharp increase in queue length at high video traffic load would

not occur.

Figure 4.4 displays the loss ratio results against the anount of Video for every

Ievel of l/C when rvith FTP background traffic. It can be observed that the trend

in loss ratio results for all lúC values is the same ¿Ls that tn Figures 4.2 and 4.3.

When i;hele is no video traffic, the loss ratio is comparatively low close to 0% for

lr'C < 6. When Video increàses from 0 to 4N4bps, the loss rate increases substantially.

From Vi,deo: 4N,fbps ïo Vzd,eo: 20N4bps, the loss increases in a very slorv manner.

When Video > 20N4bps. the loss ratio incleases exponeltially. Same as expiained
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D¡stance=1 ; WEP=Yes; FTP=Yes

GC=1 r

GC=2 x i
GC=4
GC=6
GC=8 -l-

i

tz,

412
Video Stream Load (Mbps)

Figure 4.4: Loss Ratio vs. FTP+UDP

above, when Vider¡ is increa.sed from 0 to 4[4bps, the loss starts to happen since the

AP queue is already quite full. Whtle Video increases from 4Mbps to 20Nlbps, the

TCP tralüc backs ofl so tho wireless channel capacity mày still be irr pace for data

and the increase in loss can still be in à very small range. Howe\¡er, u'hen l/ideo >

2OMbps, the AP cannot keep up with the eve¡ increasing load even whcn there is only

UDP traffic; at this point, for FTP tra,ffic, the TCP congestion window stays at its

minimum size. Thel, the loss increases exponentially just like when without TCP.

4.I.3 The Impact of the Number of Game Clients

I describe the eflect of .llC, both for the soÌe impact of Video, and for the com-

bination of Video ard FTP. The results for LR"2. when rvithout and with FTP are
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D¡stance=1 ; WEP=YeS; FTP=No

1 6Mbps Video r-
2oMbps Video ---x---
22Mbps Video )i<--'
24lV1bps Video - tr
26[,4bps Video - -¡. -

showri in Figures 4.5 and 21.6 respectively
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Number of Game Clients (GC)

Figure 4.5: Loss R.atio Time vs. Number of GC (UDP onlv)

In both flgures, /úC is varied fi-om 1 to 8. Consider the scenario when there is

no FTP tralïc. It can be observed that ,¡úC has a large impact on the loss latio,

especially at heaw video traffic ìoad. This phenornenon ma)¡ be explained as follows.

In a game session, at regular time intervals, the server sends state update messages

back-to-back to all GCs. These updates forrn a burst a train of packets. The larger

the lúC, the longer the burst. Wlren the video trafËc load is heav¡ the queue at the

AP is aìmost full, a longer burst would result in higher loss of garne packets. Consider

next the presence of FTP traffic. The number of GCs has a large impact on the loss

ratio performance of game traffic. The more GCs, the higher the loss ratio. This can

be explained by the relationship between the loss ratio aud the state update burst
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Distance=1 ; WEP=Yes; FTP=Yes

46
Number of Game Clients (cC)

Figure 4.6; Loss Ratio Time vs. l'trumber of GC (with FTP)

size, as described above for the càse without FTP traffic. Particuìarly, with FTP

traffic, the buffer at AP is kept relatively full. When llC is increased, a longer burst

of game packets arrives at the queue, resulting in a Ìrigher probability of having a

buffer overfìow.

I conclude that the nunber of GCs largely affects the loss ratio performance

experienced by game traffic. When there is no FTP traffic, this holds only wìren the

video traffic load is high. With F'TP traffic, this holds for all video load levels,

4.2 Impact on Round-Tþip Delay

Under my experimental settings, the average game trallc HIT observed does not

exceed 25 ms. There have been studies on thc delay requirement for network deliverv
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for preserving interactivity in interàctive applications. The RTT requircrnents that

these studies focus on are primarily in a range betrveen 100 and 200 ms [22]. In

my experinents, àll tlìe game clients reside withrn a local area networh, q4lich have

much better perforrnance than on a wide area netrvork. Considering tlìat most game

players play multi-plaver onlinc ganes over the Internet, we should take into account

that when the local game players are cornected to temote players via the AP, if the

delay in the access LAN already reaches 25 ms, the delay quota left for the wide

areà network delivery for a goocl game play has to be significantly rcduced. IdealÌy,

it would be desirable to have negligible delay at the access LAN. For this rcason,

ànalyzing the factors'impact on latency is also very important.

4.2.7 Without FTP

Figure 4.7 displays the average RTT versus the amount of Video whcn only UDP

video streams exist irr background. It shows that, the averâge [{TT increases slou'ly

when V'irJeo < 20Nfbps, ¿nd has a much faster increase after that. This result is

consistent with the results shown in Figure 4.1. The RTT is a sum of two one-

way delays, where a one-v/av delay contains processing delay, transmission delay,

propagation delay, and the queuing delay at the AP buffer. In my test-bed. the

processing delav, transmission delay and propagation tlelay can be consiclered fixed.

The only varying delay r.vhich aflects the RTT is the queuing delay at the AP buffer.

When Vzdeo is low, on average, the AP is always able to transmìt every packet before

the next one comes. Then there is no queuing delay, and RTT stavs at the lowest

Ievel: less than 2 ms. When the load of video increases, the queuing delay becomes

55
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larger. Consequently. the HfT becomes higher as well

Distance=1 ; WEP=Yes; FTP=No

GC=6 o-
GC=8 --r-

R,

,f

o 4I12 16 20 24
V¡deo Stream Load (Mbps)

Figure 4.7: Round-Tfip Tirne vs. Amount of UDP

4.2.2 .Wirh FTP

Figures 4.8 and 4.9 plot the average RIT "with" and "without" FTP for NC: t
and IVC - 8, lespectiveìy. It can be observed from these two graphs that, similar to

loss ratio results, the inclusion of FTP traffic greaily lowers the RTT perfornance as

well. For .À/C : 1, with FTP traffic, when the amount of video traffic varies, RTT

ranges from 15 to 25 ms; rvithout FTP trafüc, RTT is below 10 ms for most video

load levels. When lúC : 8, with FTP has nruch longer delay than without. The

latency remains in the range of 17 tu 22 ms while the video load is varied,

Same as explained in Section 4.1.2, without FTP. when the video load is lorv
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Distance=1 ; WEP=Yes; GC=1

a 12 16
Video Stream Load (Mbtps)

Figure 4.8: FTP Impact on Round-Ttip Time for 1 GC

to moderate, the queue is relativelv sholt, thus, the RTT is low. With FTP in

the background, thc AP queue stays relatively full all the time. Thus the game

packets always join the AP queue at the end, and wâit a fairly long time before being

trânsmitted. Therefore, the RTT is kept high.

Figure 4.8 also clisplavs â.n interesting phenomenon. Without FTP traffic, the HfT

pcrformance deteliorates as the video traffic load is increased because the average

queue length grows âs the load is increased. Contrarily, rvith FTP traffic, the RTT

performance actually becomes bettcr as the I/¿deo increases. This is probably because

as the video load becomes higher, with TCP congestion control, the FTP traffic backs

ofI more significantly, leading to better RTT performance.

The average RTT versus the amount of video traffic when with FTP is plotted in
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Distance=1 : WEP=Yes: GC=8
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Figure 4.9: FTP Impact on RoundrTlip Tirre for 8 GC

Figure 4.10. In addition to the corresponding results for IVC : 1 ancl /úC - 8 in

Figures 4.8 and 4.9, IVC values of 2, 4, and 6 arc included. Results in this figure are

consistent with both Figures 4.8 and 4.9. With FTP traffic ìn the background. the

intpact of Vi,deo is noí ver)¡ importânt. However, when the Tideo increases from 0 to

2ONIbps, RTT has a small reduction. After that, the average RTT starts to increase

âgâin.

4.2.3 The Impact of the Number of Game Clients

Figure 4.11 displays the impact of Iy'C on a\¡erage RTT wher without FTP wìrile

the video stream size is varied. ln this case, the number of gamc clients has a large

impact on performance only when at heavy load and when the number of GC increases
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Distance=1 ; WEP=Yes; FTP=Yes
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Figure 4.10: Round-Tlip Time vs. FTP+UDP

to 8. This is because the trafiñc generated by one GC is very low, the traffic generated

by adding a few more GCs is still not high, Thus the load added to the AP buffer is

also very small. Thereforc, the increase of NC should not increase the queuing delay.

However, when more wi¡eless clients join the Wi-Fi network, there is less chance for

a rvireless device to obtain tlìe media for transmission. Thus, the waiting time before

service increases. For this reason, the number of wireless game cÌients increases the

transmission delay. As a consequence, the RTT increases.

Figure 4.12 shows the lúC's impact on âverage RIT when with FTP as the level of

V'ideo is va¡ied. In this case. the RTT of game traffic is kept at a high level regardless

of the number of GCs. This is probably because rvhen ¡Mith FTP tralîc, the queue

is kept at an "almost full" level by the TCP congestìon control. With FCFS channeì
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Figure 4.11: R.ound-Trip Time vs. Number of GC (UDP onlv)

scheduling, queuing clelay encountered by the game traffic is âbout the same, which

corresponds to the time it tâkes to empty (or serve) an almost full queue.

4.3 Summary of Observations and Findings

I summarize the observations and findings from these experiments in this section.

I observe that:

o When Vide-o < 20NIbps, both perfonnance metrics RTT and Z-R"2. increases

gradually. When l/zldeo > 20\tlbps, the two perfolmance metrics increase expo-

nentially.

¡ FTP traffic has the greatest impact on both perfornancc metrics. -R77 when

Dìstance=1 ; WEP=Yes; FTP=No

'l 6Mbps V¡deo - r-
zoMbps V¡deo - x -
22Mbps Video -'-x"-
24Mbþs Video a
26Mbps V¡deo -r -

28Mbps V¡deo - -G
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Figure 4.12: Round-Trip Time vs. Number of GC (with FTP)

witìr FTP is much higher than when without FTP. The results also show that

when with FTP and wher Vi,deo is less than 2ONlbps, the increase of Video

leads to smaller -R77, probably because that TCP congestion control is over-

reacting. In terms of LR"z", rvhen with FTP but without Vldeo, loss is close to

0%. "lhe inclusion of video streams results in â fâst increase of LR"2.. However,

when Vi,de,o > 20Mbps, loss with FTP increases comparatively much slower

than rvithout FTP. Then, the loss ratios will ultimately become very close.

Comparing to FTP and V'ideo, NC has smaller impact on gane performance.

Nevertheless, we still can see that the increase of iVC ¡esults in higher tr4"2.

and -RZT. This phenomenon becomes more clear when the background traffic

is heavy (either with l?P, or when Video > 20Mbps).
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From these experirnerrtation results, I conclude that vidco streaming traffic, FTP

traffic, and the number of GC have a substantial impact on game performance.

Among the thr-ee ma.jor factors, FTP traffic has the greatest irnpact ol both per-

fbrnrance metrics.

lri this chapter, the resuits are all displayed in figures with line-points. Their error

bars are pìotted in Appendix B. From the error bar figures showr in Appendix B,

we can see that the variations of the performance metrics are less than one third of

the performance metrics vàlues. With the error bars, the performance metrics still

follow the trends which have been explained in this chapter, thus those variations do

not affect my conclusions.

It should be noted that in the above, I have focused on the average RTT per-

formance, this is bccause cuÌrent game performance requirement studies are focused

on the average round-trip delay. However, in my experiments, although the average

À77 does rrot exceed 25 ms, the maximurn 477 observed in my experimelts can be

¿Á high âs 200 ms. We currentlv do not know how much this maximum RTT may

impact g¿ìme perforrnance. This mav be studies in the future.

In addition, some further results on the 2k factorial experimental design and the

background traffic throughput results rvhen with FTP are reported in the Appendix A

and C, respectively. These results can be used as reference for future research.
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Conclusions and Future Work

In this thesis, using an experimental approach, I have evaluated the impact of

¿ number of selected factors on the game trafflc performance experienced by game

lraffic on an IEEE 802.119 network. 'Ihe factors experimented include the distance

between a game client and the wireless AP, the enabling of data encryption, the

inclusion of FTP and video streaming background trafÊc, and the nurnber of game

clicnts. The performalce metrics usecl in this study ¿ìro game packets I{IT and game

packets loss ratio. I have fbund that FTP and video streaning traffic significantly

affect the performance. The nunber of gamc clients is important when the aggregated

backglouncl traffic load is high. In particular, it has a higher impact on loss ratio

than on HlT. Comparativel¡ distance and WEP have minimal eflect. Based on these

observations, in the next section, I suggest possible QoS strategies at the application

¿nd NIAC layers respectil'ely. These stràtegies may be used to improve the support

oI a Wi-F.i neluo.rk ro a \IOG.
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5.1 QoS Strategies in a Wi-Fi Gaming Environ-

rllent

It was suggested in the last chapter thàt QoS strategies may be needed to better

support games in a Wi-Fi environment that ntay be shared by FTP and video back-

ground traffic. Assuming no change is to be made at the transport laver, i.e., witlr

TCP and UDP, in this section, I discuss strategies at the application layer and inside

the network respectively.

At the application layer, a possible strategy is to throttÌe both FTP and video

background traffic when game sessions are ongoing. This may imply ccltain lestric-

tions on the appllcatìols that other rvireìess clients sharing the same Wi-Fi network

u'ith the game clients can run. Frorn my study, I have observed that both FTP

and video traffic significantly afiect the game tralËc performance, especialÌy when

the aggregated load level is high; therefore, throttling their tr-affic may leave ample

bandwidih on a Wi-Fi rìetwoÌk to game traffic and better support the game sessions.

Inside aWi-Fi networh, QoS strategies refer to the queue management and channel

schedr,rling algorithms inside the AP ai the À,lAC layer. A possible strategv is to

employ priority based scheduling in which a hrgher priority is given to the game

traffic. In terms of implementation, a separate qucue may be maintained for the game

traffic, rvhile the clther types of traffic share another queue. Whenever the channcl

becomes idle, the channel scheduler serves the traffic in the game trafflc queue, if it is

non-empty; otherrvise, the other queue is âttended. Within each of these two queues,

FCFS scheduling may suffice. Prioritizing game trafflc m¿ìy pose a problem when
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the tôtal bandwidth consumed by the game traffic is high. It may lead to the game

traffic starving the other traffic. However, FPS games have been identified to have

low bit-rate. Thus, this strategy càn l¡e viable rvith moderate game traffic load.

Comparing tlie above two strategies, the one at the application layer does lot

require any modification at the AP. The dorvnside is that it may result in a low network

utiliz¿tion. The strategy at the \tIAC layer, on the other hald, requires modification

at the AP, but may yield higher nctwork utilization. Further investigation of these

two strategies can be part of the future work.

5.2 F\rture \Mork

This research was llmited by the available resources in terns of the number of

playing devices and the physical space. In future work, this stucly can be extendcd

by using more wireless game clients and mole baclcground traflc clients. Also, larger

distance may be experimentecl, e.g. 100 feet, 200 fcet, etc.

ln Chapter 4, it is noticed that, the co-existence of UDP and TCP traffic leads to

lower game traffic latencv when the video load is increased. The interaction between

UDP and TCP, and its efiect on application performance can be studied in more

detail in future researchcs.

6l'r



Appendix A

2k Factorial Experimental Design

F\rll Results

This appendix reports the detailcd results obtained from each of the 2À factorial

experimental designs. These results include the average RTT, LR"2,., and trÃ"2" from

each experimentation setting, and the calculation of the amount of vari¿tion in results

that are explained by each indlvidual factor or factor jnteractiol. The results of each

design is in one separate section.

-.A'.1 Results of Design 1

'Iable 4.1 shows the raw results of the experiments in Design 1. Table ,{.2 sholvs

the amount of variation in results that is explarned by each individual factor or factor

interaction,
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Table 4.1: Results of Desrgn 1

Table 4.2: Amount of Variation Explarned by Each Factor in Design 1

-tbctor LHsz,, RTT
Di,stanr:e 0.r1, 1t.t,,1Y1,

WEP 0.78% 0.97%,
þ"1 P 27.75Ya 82.87Ya
Vzdeo 45.í)lJ"/ø

D?.stdnce + W Itf 0.74% 0.04'7a

Dxsto,nce + þ',1' P tJ.L0'7a 0.06%
D'ístance I Video U.UÐY l).ó6"/
wftr+Í'lr 0.42% 0.73%
WLP+VLdeo 0.5370 0.29Ya

FTP + Video 24.53"/o L.25"/¡
D1.Stance + l4/ Il y + l.'1 j' 0.78% 0.00%
l)xsto,nce + W E P + V 1,d,co 0.u4% 0.03'/a

Distance 1- FTP 1 Virieu 0.05%i 0.54'/a

W br + Í I f + Vxdeo 0.25% 0.47%
Dr,st(Lnce + 14/ EP + l'"1 P I Vi¡l,eo 0.0ô70 0.72'./o

l)'tstance t4/ þi P V z deo(Mbps) LHsz,, L R,,2" RTT
Wiihin
10 feet

Operr no no 0.ur)% rJ.0{J% t).717
22 0.36Y0 0.00% 4.000

yes no u.ub% U.\)UYA 2'¿.675
'22 2.63% 0.00% 13.821

128 bit
WEP

no no t).t)t)Ya U. UUTo 0.69E
'22 0.50% 0.00% 5.296

yes lto 0.05% 0.00% 30.207
z',¿ 3.t)l)% u.00% 14.451

75 leet upen no no 0.00% 0.00% 0.879
¿'2 rJ.39% 0.00,h) 4. iJ99

yes no 0.02% 0.00% 22.29r
22 2.59Ya 0.uu%) I6.733

12ð Dr¡

WEP
no no rJ.rJrJ% 0.00% 0.81 1

22 0.48% 0 00% 4.20:J

lto U.Ió1a 0.00%i 2ti.913
'22 3.58% 0.00"/o 18.579
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4.2 Results of Design 2

Tables 4.3 and 4.4 sìrow respectively the rau' expcrimental results and the amount

of variation in results that is explained by each individual factor or factor interàction

of Design 2.

Table A-3: Resuìts of Design 2

Di stanr:e. WEP FTP Vz:deo(Mbps) LR"z, LIa¡2s RTT
A with ln

10 fêet
open no no 0.00% 0.00% 0.722

'¿'¿ '2. ISYa u.\r%i 7 .498
yes no 3.27',1a 0.00% 20.136

22 O.U4Ya tE.2l
126 brt
WEP

no tlo u.tru7¡ 0.0u% 0.887
22 2.7IYa 0.00% 8.083

yos no 3.25Ya l).l)l)Ya 19.89t)
'¿'2 6.65% 0.04% I ¡3.21 0

Spread open NO no 0.00% 0.00% u.88ö
'¿2 r.41%, {J.{J0% r0.139

yes no 3.79% 0.0r% 2U.393
2'2 O.9+7a 0.0870 21.131

128 bit
WEP

NO no (.).(.xl% 0.00% 0.885
22 I ¿Ya U. UUTo LE92

ycs ììo zz" 0.00% 20.315
22 6.87'./ç 0.02Y0 20.166
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Table A-4: Amount of Variation Explained bv Each Factor in Design 2

lhctor L lí52¡, R.TT
Di,stance 0 _rJ\% rJ.62%

WEP 0.00'7c 0.00%
65.5íYa 86.21Yo

Ldeo 30.95Ya 5.16"/î
Disto,nce+WEP 0.r0'7a rl.0:%
Dista,n.ce I þ"1'P 0.02% 0.0r%
D? sto,n,cc + Vt,d.co {J.03% rJ.43%

IÃ,EP + FTP O.II'TI 0.02%,
w l1,F + v t.d.co 0.00% 0.00Ya

FT P + Vi.deo 2.96Yo 7.íOYa
Distance +WEP + FTP 0.00'/a 0.00'70
l)t,sto,n,ce + W H P I V i.rieo 0.09'7a 0.02%
Distancc: + FTP + Video rJ.04% 0.00%
WEP + FTP + Vide,o 0.77% 0.00%
Di,sto,n,cc + W þi P + þ''l' P * V i.d.eo 0.Ir'Ia 0.00%

4.3 Results of Design 3

Tables 4.5 and 4.6 show respectively for Design 3 the experimental results ¿¡nd

the arnoult of variation in results that is explaincd by each indivrdual factor or factor

interaction.
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Tal¡le 4.5; Results of Design 3

WEP ¡\¡C FTP V id.eo(Mbos LR"z, L 11,.n, H1"l
Open 1 no no 0.00% 0.00% 0.777

'¿'2 \).óo"/ 0.0070 4. (XX)

VCS no 0.06% 0.00% 22.675
'¿'2 ¿.Oó7a 0. U07o I3,821

¡l no no 0.rJ)% 0.0070 722

22 0.l) lYa .4yó
yes no 0.rJU% 20_ 13ri

22 0.047c t8.274
128 bit
WEP

L no no 0.0070 0,{J0% 0. ¡379

22 0.50% 0.00% 5.296
yes no t).1)'2% U.OU% z z. ¿::J r

22 3.007cr 0.00% 14.451
8 no no 0.00% U. UUTo u.öð /

'2',2 t"Â 0.0u% u.0uiJ

yes no 3.25% 0.00% 19.890

¿2 6.65',/t 0.u4%) ñ.2

Table 4.6: Amount of Variation Explained by Each Factor in Design 3

Factor LH"z. H1
I4T EP 0.00% 0.03%
tv (,' 24.AgYo l.i;1"/^
FTP 33.5L7o t36.5L"/o

Vzdeo 24.73To 0.01%
w Lt' + t\ (. 0.0s% 0.f)1"

WEP + FTP 0.0r%, 0.03%,

W HP * Video 0.00% 0.05%
t't Lt + þ"1'P 9.7OYa 0.06%
NC + V ideo 2.O6YÕ 2.r9%,
þ"1'P i V ideo 4.627a 10.30%
W LP + NL: + þ"1'P u.rJ4% rJ.\rJ%

WEP + NC + V Ldeo 0.r0'/o 0.0r%,
Wbr+-blj'+Vtdeo 0.00% 0.00%
1\C + þ"1 ]'+ V i,deo 0.19' 0.27%
WEP + NC + FTP iVideo 0.05%, 0,00%
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^.4 
Results of Design 4

Tables 4.7 and 4.8 show the experimental lcsults and the amount of variatjon in

results thât is explained by each individual factor or factor interactiol in Design 4.

Although Table A-8 shows that Distance has very small impact on gane performance,

from Table 4.7, we can see that rvhen distance is increased, A7? becornes higher.

This is consisteni with the nature of rvireiess protocols.

Table 4.7; Results of Design 4

I)istance WEP FTP Video(Mbps) RT'I
wrtnrn
10 feet

0pen no no 0.876
22 O.E /J
no 2{).409

22 19.41r
tZE lìt
WEP

tìo no 0.E76

8.976
yes no 19.935

'2'2 18.428
75 ieet Open no no 0,930

7.ð41
yes no 22.452

22

12E bit
WEP

no no t),giJ0

22 10.602
yes no '¿'2.',¿

23.360
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Table 4.8: Amount of Variation Explained by Each Factor in Design 4

¡ actor
D'isto,nce 1.55Y('
W þ]I) 0.01%
þ"1 P IS I .ó4"/Ã

Vide,o 5.O57o
l )],stûn,Ce + w f.;f' 0.00%
D'i,stctn,c:e. I FTP ll.l5Y)
l)istance * Video 0.39%
tl/11|'+ftr :15"/)

lV EP + Video U.U4Yn

l, I f + Vxdeo 4.LgYo
l)xstance+WEP+1''lP (ì.01%

D i sto,n ce +MP l-Video 0.00%
Distan.ce I þ"1' P T Video 0.08%
WEP + FTP +Video 24"/t:

Distot'c, I WtrP + FTP -V;dco 0.02%



Appendix B

Result Figures With Error Bars

This appendix displays the error bar figures for the flgures showrr in Chapter ,l.

The fìgures shown in this appendix has the same sequence as those in Chapter 4. To

make the figures clearly show the error bars of the performance metrics for diflerent

settings, Figure 8.4, 8.10, 8.10, and ts.1 only display the rcsults when GC equals

to 1, 4 and 8; Figure 8.6 and 8.12 plots only the results when FTP:Yes and Vid"co

is 0, i6, 20, and 24Mbps: Figure 8.5 and B.l1 shows the results when F?P:No and

Video is 16, 20, and 24\4bps.
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FigrLre B.l1: Round-Tlip Time vs. Number of GC (UDP only) with Error Bars
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Appendix C

Background Traffic Throughput

When With FTP

This appendix reports the background traffic throughput when a FTP session

is included in the background. The throughput of FTP and video streaming are

reported separately in two sections. ln the third section, the overall throughput is

provided.

C.1 FTP Download Throughput

From Figure C.1, it car be observed that FTP throughput decreases noticeably

ndlen the UDP (Video) traffic is inmeased.
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C.2 UDP Video Stream Loss Ratio

'Iable C.2 shows that the UDP (Video) traffic loss rate increases when the load

increases.

Table C.2: Video Stream Loss Rate (%)

C.3 Overall Background TYaffic Size

Figure C.3 provides the overall background traffic throughput when both video

stream and FTP background trafÊc exist. The calculation formula used is:

Table C.1: FTP Throughput (Mbps)

Video
lMbos)

1

GC
2

GCs
4

GCs
6

GCs
E

GCs
0 27 20 27.20 25.60 ¿4.ól) ¿4.t)t)

4 18.40 77.60 17.60 16.00 13.71

¡J 13.2r' 14.74 r3.78 12.93 13.75

12 13.92 12.75 1.8J 9.Ð t{).giJ

16 9.66 7.16 8.67 5.76 6.81
'2r,) t 0.45 10.ti3 859 7.64
22 7.20 8.58 / .9C 6.4(l 4

24 7.82 7.48 7.05 6.78 5.74

Video
(Mbps)

1

GC
z

GCs
4

GCs
ti

GCs
8

GCs
4 4.51 ¿.21t i.90 3. r0 5.69
8 8.39 5.40 3.50 4.40 6.37
12 7.37 6.68 7.80 7.40 6.50
16 f .4'2 7.¡Jti ti.03 ri.39 6.64

20 7.79 9.26 10.30 8.07 9.74
22 9.34 9.20 t0.22 10.93

24 9.44 ¡J.35 9.lrtJ |t.27 14.8')
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Throughput 6,"*¡¿ - (Loady¡¿"o. 1!9-ff@ I tTh.oughputrrro

Table C.3; Overall BT Throughput (Mbps)

Video
(Mbps)

1

GC
2

GCs
4

GCs
t)

GCs
ð

GCs
0 27.20 ( .zt, 25. tiO 24.80 4.(X)

4 22.22 21.51 2r.32 19.88 77.49

¡J '20.58 2l .50 20.58 2r.24
L2 25.03 23.95 22.90 20. iiJ '2',2.r5

16 24.48 2t.90 23.7r 20.74
'20 21,59 2¡i. ri0 '28.57 2rr.97 '25.69

22 27.L5 28.96 27.94 26.r '27 .r4
24 29.55 29.48 28.67 28.32 26.18
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